Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been an urgent need to develop protective measures to ensure patient and healthcare worker safety in clinical situations.

Direct/monocular ophthalmoscopy is particularly difficult to perform safely, given the very close proximity of the patient and the clinician. However, ophthalmoscopy is an important and on occasion an irreplaceable element of the neurological examination. It is particularly important for identifying papilloedema in headache, optic disc oedema and/or other retinal findings in acute visual loss, temporal disc atrophy in suspected multiple sclerosis or simply for reassuring someone with primary headache where the examination is otherwise normal or there are only superficial optic nerve drusen.1

Figure 1 Ophthalmoscope protective shield. The protective shield (left and right upper segments) comprises three elements: (1) a plexiglass sheet (37×26 mm, 0.6 mm thickness) with a central hole (32 mm diameter), (2) two rubber rings (O-rings, 31 mm inner diameter) encircling the ophthalmoscope’s head on each side of the sheet hole, (3) a three-dimensional printed polylactic acid component (right lower segment) docked around the power source/grip and attached to the lower border of the sheet to increase stability. The dimensions presented in computer-aided design model are in millimetres (right lower segment). We are currently making developments to the polylactic acid component to accommodate power handles of different sizes and simultaneous use of a charger.
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Using an ophthalmoscope when wearing adequate personal protective equipment can be challenging. From our experience, it is impractical to visualise the optic fundi while wearing protective glasses or a face shield, and such attempts can mislead, contributing to diagnostic errors or unnecessary investigation.

We, therefore, aimed to develop a protective shield that could be adapted to the ophthalmoscope and provide a safer but still effective ocular fundus observation. In collaboration with the Physics Department of University of Coimbra, and in accordance to recent publications on other protective materials in the ophthalmology, we developed a protective shield adapted to the Welch Allyn PanOptic ophthalmoscope (figure 1). The shield is made from common resistant and washable materials, allowing for home-made production (see figure 1 legend for specifics of materials and dimensions). The shield and the ophthalmoscope are cleaned using 70% alcohol wipes, allowed to air dry between each patient and washed with water detergent solution at the end of each shift.

Our routine sequence inside the room is ophthalmoscopy, followed by gloves doffing, hand hygiene, goggles donning and gloves donning, followed by the remaining examination. Importantly, the shield does not interfere with the technique or compromise diagnostic accuracy. At this point, we can recommend its use only for COVID-19 low-risk patients/environment and not for patients with COVID-19 infection, since its use precludes the simultaneous use of face shield or goggles. Note that the shield is for use with the PanOptic ophthalmoscope and cannot easily be adjusted for a standard hand-held ophthalmoscope.

This device has not been formally tested but applies the principles used in other personal protective equipment and is in line with current advice. We hope that sharing this information will prove helpful.
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